This paper considers a single-machine scheduling problem with a set of various jobs having different weights where the objective is to find the optimal assignment of a common due date and the associated optimal job sequencing to minimize the weighted mean absolute deviation (WMAD) of job completion times about the common clue date. In the problem analysis, several dominant solution properties are characterized to organize two efficient heuristic solution algorithms, for which numerical experiments are then made for illustration and comparative review. Their preferenceH over the reference works are shown in efficiency and effectiveness senses.
Introduction
This paper considers a single-machine scheduling; problem where a common due date needs to be assigned and both earliness and tardiness penalties are imposed on violation of not exactly meeting the common due date. It is practically meaningful to incorporate such duedate restrictions in scheduling subject, since due da.tes are usually set by contract with users (customers) so that any schedule violating SUGh due date contract may incur monetary penalty or severe work delay in series-work environment as especially in assembly line process. In fact, earliness violation can incur unnecessary inventory to carry or opportunity loss. Thus, it is often required to consider both earliness and tardiness penalties in scheduling study. The so-called just-in-time manufacturing plOcess control problem may be considered as its immediate application.
There are several recent reference works incorporating both earliness and tardiness penalties in single--machine scheduling problems. Sidney [10] has formulated a single machine scheduling problem with penalties represented by a nondecreasing continuous function of earliness and tardiness measure for which an algorithm was derived to minimize the maximum penalty. Kanet [8] has considered the average deviation of job completion times from a common due date, referred to as the mean absolute deviation (MAD) problem, which has been extended by Hall [7] to the case of parallel identical machines. Emmons [6] has considered the situation where the cost per unit time for completing a job late was not equal to the correspo-c.s. SunK. J.I. Min & [2] have considered a similar problem having the weighted sum of the squared deviations of job completion times from a common due date as its measure and developed a branching procedure for solving the problem.
Min [9] and Cheng [4] have also investigated the single-machine scheduling problem but under the measure of weighted mean absolute deviation (WMAD) between ob completion time and common due date for jobs having different weights, and characterized the optimal solution properties.
In those reference works, two important solution characteristics have been analyzed as follows: a) One job is completed exactly on the optimal common due date, and b) The optimal schedule is represented by a weighted V-shape sequence of job processing times with the shape vertex fixed at the optimal common due date in the sense that early jobs (finished prior to due date) are sequenced in weighted longest processing time job first (WLPT) order and tardy jobs (finished after due date) are sequenced in weighted shortest processing time job first (WSPT) order.
Moreover, WMAD problems with the optimal schedules represented by such weighted V-shape sequences can be trallsformed into not equivalent but similar parallel two-machine weighted mean flow time (WMF) problems. Thus, the associated heuristic algorithm development in this paper is justified in nature.
De et al. [5] have suggested a heuristic approach (called QH) for the problem transformed into a 0-1 quadratic programming where a given full sequence was used as the basis for improvement by trying to reassign every job on early or tardy side of the due date at a. better position in the sequence. Thus, the following critical comments can be made on the heuristic method: a) For job position change, each candidate job selection from among n jobs is made based on its contribution (coefficient) t.o the objective measure, so that the computational complexity for all the job contributions is in the order of O(n2), b) Large memory space is required because all the trying sequences have to be kept along until the solution search stops, and c) The optimal solution search may not be efficient because each selected candidate job is considered only for its own reassignment but with its associated partial sequence of the remaining (n-l) jobs kept unchanged so that the search speed toward the optimal schedule may slow.
This paper newly suggests a heuristic algorithm to improve the aforementioned QH method by incorporating the following sequencing strategy: a) Treating the problem as a weighted mean flow time problem (Fw) for which a solution sequence is constructed by selecting candidate jobs (from among the remaining jobs) to This strategy incorporation can be expected to make several computational contributions to the proposing algorithm effectiveness and efficiency as follows; a) Storage space is required only for two (early and tardy) partial sequences during the whole solution search,
b) The computational complexity is only in the order of O(n log n) because of sorting pj/Wj's , and c) The mechanism of each candidate job selection and assignment is designed to make the slope of the weighted V-shape sequence deeper around the associated common due date so that the better solution can be searched.
Problem Analysis
For the given scheduling problem, jobs are all nonpreemptive and available for processing at time zero and the scheduling objectl ve is to miaimize the weighted mean absolute deviation (WMAD) of job completion times from the due date. This objective measure is selected here to comply with the statement in [2] that, insofar as the cost per unit time for completing each job may be different, the WMAD problem may provide greater flexibility in achieving scheduling objectives than the mean absolute deviation (MAD) problem.
The following notations aie now introduced for the problem analysis; N = {I, 2, ... , n} = set of n independent jobs. Then, the problem objective can be described as to find a schedule S that minimizes Z(S)
where the denominator is just a normalizing constant. This intends to get jobs as clustered as possible around the due date, possibly with some initial idle times allowed. Note that such a common due date d is often assumed to be large enough to give full freedom in scheduling jobs. Without loss of generality, let the given problem jobs be numbered in order of
Some dominant solution properties are now characterized accordingly.
Property I (PI).
In the optimal schedule, there is no idle time inserted between any two jobs.
Property 2 (P2).
(2)
In the optimal schedule, one of the jobs has its completions time exactly at the common due date d.
Property 3 (P3).
A schedule is dominant if its jobs in E are ordered in the WLPT sequence such that (3) and the rest of its jobs are in T and ordered in the WSPT sequence such that (4) Property 4 (N).
Denoting by d' the optimal common due date and having the relation I El = nt so that d = c<nt>' it holds that E Wj ~ (1/2) (E Wj) and E Wj -w < > < (1/2) (E Wj) .
jEE JEN jEE nt jEN
These properties (PI-P4) are proved in Min [9] ' Cheng [4] , and De et al. [5] .
Relations (3) and (4) imply that the optimal schedule can be depicted in a V-shape sequence of weighted processing times with the shape vertex fixed at the optimal common due date do. Therefore, such weighted V-shape sequences only will be paid attention all through the rest of this paper work.
The WMAD problem can be transformed into a type of parallel two-machine scheduling problem with the measure of weighted mean flow time (WMF).
Proof. Let E and T correspond to represent the sets of the given problem jobs assigned to two parallel machines in the WSPT orders, respectively, and let fi(j) be the associated flow time of job j on machine i (where i = 1, 2) in a schedule found under the weighted mean flow time measure.
Suppose that a schedule (S) to the WMAD problem is given as follows;
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where d = c<nt> In order to consider that the pbs in E are forming a schedule at one of the two parallel machines, the jobs (arranged under the deviation measure from the due date, say d -c <j» in E of the given schedule S should rather be viewed in the reversed order under the weighted mean flow time measure. Thus, for the schedule S,
Equation (6) implies that the given WMAD problem is written in a type of pa.rallel two-machine WMF problem expression, while ea.ch job in E is newly assigned the flow time excluding its own processing time.
Thus, the proof is completed.
By the way, Corollary 1 does not imply that the given WMAD problem is equivalent to a parallel two-machine WMF problem. Therefore, the question "Is the WMAD problem NP-complete" is still open, even if the parallel two-machine WMF problem is known NP~omplete [10).
Bearing the problem complexity in mind, heuristic solution procedures are pursued for finding good solutions quickly without examining all feasible schedules. They are all exploited based on the dominance schedule properties discussed earlier. It is noticed that the WMAD problem can be solved in polynomial time for each of the following four spe~ial cases:
Case L Equal weights, w j = w , for all j Case 2.
Equal processing times, pj = p, for all j.
Case 3. Different weights We and Wt with respect to the early and late completion jobs, respect.ively, but they are common for the jobs in the respective sets.
Case 4.
Each job weight is represented by its processing time, Wj = Pj, for all j.
Solution Algorithms
The problem complexity discussion in the prEceding. section provides the motivation of proposing two new heuristic algorithms for the solution search in this section.
Cheng [4) has suggested a partial search a.lgorithm in a sort of a branch-and-bound approach and De et aL [5) have also investi~;ated two solution algorithms including a branch-and-bound algorithm and a dynamic programming algorithm. , each job is tried to move out of one subsequence into the other so as to make an improved solution sequence (determined on the basis of the movement decision including its greater contribution to the objective measure), and this sequence improvement continues until no further improvement is possible. This algorithm requires all the n jobs to be tried for their position movement in each of such sequence improvement trial steps so that more than n 2 /2 moving possibilities may have to be evaluated for the whole improvement procedure, since more than n/2 trial steps may have to be repeated. Moreover, its computational load may become serious as problem size increases, since it is designed to start with its initial solution having all the n jobs a.ssigned on the early-job sequence.
This paper now wants to exploit newly a better heuristic algorithm based on the results of Corollary 1 characterizing that the given WMAD problem can be transformed into a type of parallel two-machine WMF problem.
First, consider the weight parameter which is multiplied by each job processing time in flow time measure problems, and define it to be "position weight". Then, for basic single-machine problems, the position weight of the i th job in a flow time measure sequeJlce n and that in a weighted flow time measure sequence are represented by (n-i+l) and .E.w['l' J=1 J respectively. These imply that in a given sequence, the earlier assigned job has the greater position weight, and accordingly, SPT and WSPT are the optimal sequencing rules for mean flow time and weighted mean flow time problems, respectively. In other words, in a given sequence, each job makes its contribution to the objective measure by its position weight, so that the job with the greater position weight is more contributory than others. This position weight property is adapted in the new algorithm to give the higher job assignment priority to the positioning of the job with the greater position weight in the parallel two-machine WMF sequencing, so that jobs are required to be sequenced in WSPT order at their corresponding machines out of the two machines. Thus, the problem of assigning each job to one of the two machines only remains to solve.
The detailed description of the proposing heuristic procedure is now presented. A complete (full) sequence is found jlist by adding all the candidate (available for assignment) jobs individually to an intermediate A strong strategic point (great beneficial) in this heuristic is simply to have each candidate job assigned the right next position to the corresponding intermediate partial sequence without changing any job position in the partial sequence so that only one sequence is carried on to update until being ended up with the final solution sequence. However, all the aforementioned reference works have considered the way of changing all the positions of jobs involved in a full sequence, which can incur many instances of additional position changes for each job once it is position-assigned. This requires "carrying-Dn all the full sequence informations generated since the beginning of the procedure". Now, the following notations are introduced to characterize the proposed approach: Sp = partial sequence of p jobs in a weighted V-shape schedule E(Sp) = subsequence of early jobs in the partial sequence Sp T(Sp) = subsequence of tardy jobs in the partial sequence Sp Z(Sp) = objective value of the partial sequence SI' Then, let's consider the procedure where the job with the greatest pj/Wj is assigned first.
According to Property 3, the procedure can be characterized as making each adding job assigned to a position closer to the due date in a sequence than its preceding job positions. Therefore, the processing job is moved one position further from the due date, since the adding job has pj/Wj smaller than the processing one. Based on this job assignment rule, Theorem 1 specifies the conditions for each adding job to be assigned to a better pos.ition on between earliness and tardiness sides. wi + Wk, then it holds that Z(Sk') ~ Z(Sk") .
jEI':(Sk-l) jET(Sk-I)
Otherwise, it h<Jlds that Z(Sk') > Z(Sk") .
Proof.
According to Property 3, the partial sequence Sk-1 has (k-I) jobs some being sequenced in WLPT order on its earliness side and the others in WSPT order on its tardiness side. Therefore, the newly addmg job k is assigned a position (on either one of earliness and tardiness sides) closer to the due date than any of the (k-I) earlier-assigned jobs, since job k has Pk/Wk smaller than that of any of the (k-l) jobs.
If job k is assigned on earliness side, then it has its completion time exactly on the due date and each of the jobs previously aSSigned on earliness side has a new completion time pushed away from the due date by Pk time, while all the jobs aSSigned on tardiness side remain at their original positions without any completion time change. Therefore, the objective measure of the partiaJ sequence Sk' with job k assigned on earliness side can be expressed as (7) On the other hand, if job k is assi!!;ned on tardiness side, then it has its starting time on the due date and each of the jobs previously assigned on tardiness side newly has its completion time pushed away from the due date by Pk time. Therefore, the objective measure of the partial sequence Sk" with job k assigned on tardiness side can be written as (8) From these two measures of Z(Sk') and Z(Sk") , the result follows.
Theorem 1 describes where each job (selected in a non-increasing order of pj/Wj values for its position assignment in the solution sequence) can be assigned on earliness or tardiness side. Moreover, for each job position assignment, the job weight informations are required only about the jobs selected earlier such that job k is assigned on earliness side if it holds that E Wj ~ E Wj + Wk, while job k is assigned on tardiness side if it holds that jEE( Sk-1) jET( Sk-l) "E Wj > t Wj + Wk. Based on this property, the HI procedure is constructed to jEE(Sk_l) jET(k-d process in forward approach. In addition, HI requires only the comparison between two marginal job assignment effects (measure contribution) on earliness and tardiness sides for each selected job until all the n jobs are assigned in the solution sequence, so that its computational complexity is in the order of O(n log n). This implies that it searches for a solution efficiently than the heuristic QH. Moreover, it is more effective, since it is based on the utilization of Property 4 in each selected job assignment.
Heuristic I (HI: Forward Method)
Step O.
Set at E = ~, T = ~, and k = 0 .
Step 1.
If E 'Nj ~ E Wj + Wk, then assign the last position in E to job k. jEE JET
Step 2.
Otherwise, assign the first position in T to job k. Step 3.
Otherwise, go to Step 1. Let's now consider another procedure wherE the job with the smallest pj/Wj is assigned first. In the procedure, a job to be added to an intermediate partial sequence is assigned a position outside the sequence so as to get away from the associated due date, since it has pj/Wj larger than any of the jobs assigned earlier. This sequencing rule (procedure) can characterize each job assignment condition as given in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2
Let Sk-I be <l. partial sequence of jobs {n-k+2, n-k+3, ... , n} scheduled, and Sk' and Sk" denote the partial sequences with job (n-k+l) added to Sk-I on earliness and tardiness sides, respectively If E pj ~ E Pj + Pn-k-I, then it holds that Z(Sk') $ Z(Sk") .
Otherwise, it holds that Z(Sk') > ZlSk") .
Proof: According to Property 3, the partial sequence Sk-I has (k-l) jobs some being sequenced in WLPT order on its earliness side and the others in WSPT order on its tardiness side. Therefore, the newly adding job (n-k+l.) is assigned a position (on either one of earliness and tardiness sides) farther away from the due date than any of the (k-l)
earlier-assigned jobs, since job (n-k+l) has Pn-k-I/Wn-k-I larger than tha.t of any of the (k-l) jobs.
If job (n-k+l) is assigned on earliness side, then it has its completion time being away from the due date by E Pj , while all the (k-l) earlier-assigned jobs remains at their jEE(Sk-d original positions without any completion time change. Therefore, the objective measure of the partial sequence Sk' with job (n-k+l) assigned on earliness side can be expressed as (9) On the other hand, if job (n-k+ 1) is assigned on tardiness side, then it has its completion time being away from the due date by E Pj + PIl-k-1 time, while each of the jET(Sk-l) (k-l) earlier-assigned jobs remains at its original completion time. Therefore, the objective measure of the partial sequence Sk" with job (n-k+l) assigned on tardiness side ca.n be written as (10) From these two measures of Z(Sk') and Z(Sk") , the result follows.
Thus, the proof is completed. Theorem 2 describes that all the n jobs can be assigned proper positions in a sequence only by considering their processing times to select candidate jobs in a non-decreasing order of Pi/wi values and assigning each job position on either earliness or tardiness side with respect to their marginal contributions (effects) to the objective measure. Specifically, job (n-k+l) is assigned on earline,s side if it holds that
jET(Sk-l) job (n-k+l) is assigned on tardiness side if it holds that
jET(Sk-l) Pn-k-l' Based on this property, the H2 procedure is constructed to process in backward approach. This procedure also requires only the comparison between two marginal job assignment contributions on earliness and tardiness sides for each selected job until all the n jobs are assigned in the solution sequence, so that its computational complexity is in the order of O(n log n). This implies that it also se:trchEOs for a solution efficiently i.han the heuristic QH. Moreover, it is expected from Theorem 2 that the H2 procedure may keep the job position assignment as balanced as possible between earliness and tardiness sides and hence be effective.
Heuristic 2 (H2 : Backward Method)
Set at E = ~, T = ~, and k = n+l .
Step 3.
Set at k = k -1 .
If E Pi ~ :E Pi + Pk, then assign the first position in E to job k. jEE JET Otherwise, assign the last position in T to job k.
Otherwise, go to Step 1.
Computational Experiment
The effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed solution algorithms is evaluated on randomly generated job set of different sizes, in comparison with the dynamic programming algorithm and the heuristic method referred as QH in De et al. [5] . The dynamic programming algorithm and the three heuristic algorithms (including heuristic QH) are tested on HP 3000
Series Workstation computer using Pascal language to solve various problems.
The processing times (Pi) are generated using a uniform random number generator for integers ranged in interval (1, 100), and similarly, the job weights (Wj) are generated in interval (1, 100) and (1, 50) . For each job set, 10 test problems are randomly generated.
The effectiveness, eH' of heuristic algorithm H (H E {QH, HI, H2}) is individually measured as eH = 100 (ZH-Zo)/Zo ' where ZH and Zo represent the heuristic and the optimal values of the weighted mean absolute deviation of job completion times, respectively.
The results of the computational experiments are shown in Table 1 where for each of the three heuristics (QH, HI, H2) the minimum, median, and maximum gaps between its heuristic solution and the opti mal solution are separately listed in percentage value at each job size.
As seen from Table 1 , the proposed two algorithms HI and H2 perform better than the algorithm QH in the effectiveness sense (comparing with the optimal solution). They also out perform in the efficiency measure, since they are characterized to require only 2n times of marginal effect comparisons in searching for a full solution sequence by assigning all the n jobs individually in an simple adding process but the algorithm QH requires n 2 /2 times of such marginal effect comparisons.
Various comparisons between HI and H2 can be made one against the other. As discussed earlier, there is the difference between the two in the first job assignment that HI and H2 algorithms are processed always to assiga jobs with the largest and the smallest pj/Wj first, respectively, on earliness side. And, for problems of jobs with large variances OIl their processing times, HI may find better solutions than H2, since HI assigns the job with the largest pj/Wj on earliness side and the additional reasons are described as follows:
a) If the job with the largest pj/Wj is assigned on earliness side, then its processing time can not make any contribution to the objective measure (even if its processing time is relatively large), and For problems of jobs with smdJI variances on their processing times (where the processing time difference between the two jobs, one having the largest Pi/Wj and the other having the smallest pj/Wj , is relatively small), a similar comparison san be made as follows:
a) The processing time of the job with the smallest pj/Wj can be relatively important in the contribution sense. b) In the job position effect, the job with the largest position weight (or with the smallest pj/Wj) may make better contribution than the job with the largest pj/Wj , since the job with the smallest pj/Wj is assigned a position near to the due date and hence its processing time affects other jobs. In the situation, if the job with the smallest pj/Wj is assigned on earliness side (as done in H2), then it makes its contribution to the objective measure by the amount of its processing time multiplied by the portion of the position weight excluding its job weight. On the other hand, if it is assigned on tardiness side, then it makes its contribution to the objective measure by the amount of its processing time multiplied by the portion of the position weight including its job weight. Therefore, H2 may find better solutions than HI, since H2 assigns the job with the smallest pj/Wj on earliness side.
In summary, for problem~. of jobs with large variances on their processing times, HI algorithm (assigning the job with the largest pj/Wj on earliness side) may find better solutions than H2 algorithm. On the other hand, for problems of jobs with small variances on their processing times, H2 algorithm (assigning the job with the smallest Pi/wi on earliness side) may find better solutions than HI algorithm. However, in these HI and H2 algorithms, each job position assignment is made based on its objective contribution measured with respect to the associated intermediate partial sequence rather than a full sequence, which might be a weak point. Furthermore, the two algorithms are designed to start with the first job assignment made only on earliness side, while they can similarly be tried with tardiness side for the first job assignment. Nevertheless, there are two strong practical remarks to make.
One is that HI and H2 algorithms are effective and easy to adapt to real-time environment, since their computation time requirements are relatively negligible. And the other one is that they may even solve large size problems on personal computer, since their memory (storage) space requirements are almost negligi ble.
Conclusive Remarks
This paper considers a problem of sequencing a given set of jobs on a single machine and assigning a common due date. The objective is to minimize the weighted mean absolute deviation (WMAD) of job completion times about the common due date. This WMAD problem is expressed in not an equivalent but a type of parallel two-machine scheduling problem with the measure of weighted mean flow time. Therefore, this paper exploits two heuristic algorithms based on some dominance schedule properties. And the comput.ational experiment shows that both the heuristics are effective and efficient.
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The results of this study can immediately be applied to process-scheduling problems incorporating a dass of product parts (jobs) with a common due date (to be assigned) in manufacturing industry, and also to scheduling problems of loading trade commodities on a ship with their shipping date pre-scheduled in transportation business.
For further study, the problem may be extended to incorporate the situations where two classes of jobs ale involved with the associated two common due dates or where job arrivals occur dynamically.
